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Application of the dynamic adaptation  m ethod for the solution of two-dimensional Ste
fan problem with explicit tracking of the interface is considered. The comparison of 
numerical and analytical solutions for the freezing problem has shown th a t high accura
cy com putations can be executed on grids with a small number of nodes.

1. Introduction

The principal complexity of mathematical studies of Stefan-like problems is due to the presence of moving 
boundaries which leads to substantial nonlinearity. An analytic solution of such problems can be obtained 
only under strong simplifying assumptions. Two approaches are widely used to solve the Stefan problems 
numerically: determination of a classical solution with explicit tracking of the moving surface of discontinuity 
[1-3] and determination of the generalized solution by means of the smoothing procedure using a smoothing 
calculation scheme [4 - 6]. The algorithms of smoothing have come into a widespread use and have proved 
to be especially effective in multidimensional statements. However, introduction of the smoothing procedure 
completely excludes from consideration the interface and physical phenomena involved, for example, the 
kinetics of phase transition. This imposes natural restrictions on the area of applicability of the given 
approach. In problems of pulse action of high-energy fluxes on materials where the nonequilibrium of fast 
phase transformations can play a dominant role, and also in a number of other applications, it is necessary 
to locate explicitly the phase-boundaries and to take into account the related processes. The leading position 
of smoothing calculation algorithms in multidimensional problems is greatly the due to the lack of effective 
methods of solution with explicit tracking of moving boundaries. In the present work the solution of the 
classical version of the two-dimensional nonstationary Stefan problem with explicit tracking of the interface 
is considered. The solution is carried out by means of the dynamic adaptation method [7 - 8] widely used for 
the solution of nonstationary one-dimensional problems of mathematical physics.

The dynamic adaptation method is based on the idea of transition to an arbitrary nonstationary coordinate 
system, which is controlled by the sought-for solution. In an arbitrary nonstationary coordinate system the 
problem is described by an extended set of differential equations one part of which describes the physical 
phenomenon and the other describes the dynamics of nodes of the calculated grid. In two-dimensional 
non-stationary problems the description of the movement of nodes is carried out by means of two partial 
equations.

2. Classic version of Stefuu problem

The mathematical statement of the classical version of the Stefan problem is reduced to the nonlinear heat
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Research Fund, grants F96-173.
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transfer equation

Ж  =  div^ T ) ^ d T )  + J =  +  =  (0

Hm = CPPmT> i Wl) m = ~ Хт^ Ж '  (^ O m  = ~ Xm^  ^dy

in two subregions and Qi(t) divided by the a priori unknown boundary Г On the domain boundary
П = Q, U П| the boundary conditions are specified in the form

where W  =  (IVi, Wz) is the vector of lieat, flow, n is the external normal to dUl, f  is specified on the ЗП 
function. On the r,/(f) phase-boundary the differential Stefan condition is fulfilled:

w?-w? = LnpvntU w; =  wr (2)
Except the Stefan condition on the Га|(<) boundary the constancy of transition temperature is also supposed:

T, =  T, = Tm. (3)

Here the indices n and r  indicate normal and tangent, components, the s and l indices refer to solid and liquid 
phases, Tm, Lm are the temperature and latent neat of melting/crystallization, v3i is the velocity of motion of 
the interface. The solution of the classical .Stefan problem consists of determination of temperature fields and 
velocity of the phase front v,i. The algorithm for numerical solution of realistic Stefan problems describing 
melting-solidification processes is split naturally into two qualitatively different stages. The first one relates 
to calculation of temperature fields in the absence of phase transformations and describes the heating up of 
the solid to the equilibrium melting temperature Tm and cooling down to the initial temperature T0 after 
termination of the solidification process. The second stage relates to the determination of temperature fields 
in two subregions Г2, , Q| and the velocity of interface boundary.

3. Problem statement in an arbitrary curvilinear unsteady coordinate system
In solution of multidimensional boundary-value problems in the domains of arbitrary form the finite difference 
approximation of the differential equations is more convenient to perform in curvilinear coordinate systems. 
The type of a curvilinear coordinate system is determined by the requirements and restrictions imposed on 
the calculated grid by the solution of a specific problem. ЛИ restrictions can conditionally be divided into 
two categories. One of them is determined by the physical features of the processes considered, the other is 
concerned with the form and geometric parameters of the domain. Frequently both categories of restriction-: 
take place simultaneously. The most rigid restrictions result from the approximation of boundary conditions 
in the case of problems with an arbitrary shape of the domain. The most suitable curvilinear coordinate 
systems for such situations are those in which the domain boundaries coincide the segments of coordinate lines. 
If the boundaries of a computational domain lie on the coordinate lines it eliminates additional interpolation 
procedure for approximation of boundary conditions of any type.

As already mentioned, the solution of the Stefan problem includes two stages. The basic feature of the 
first stage consists in the possible formation of large gradients near the heating zone of an external fixed 
source. The characteristic properties of the second stage are concerned with the emergence of moving phase- 
boundaries that are determined by the behavior of the velocity v,i. These features should be taken intu 
account in construction of computational grids. For the problem with an arbitrary shape of the domain, 
the specific features of the first stage can be accounted for by transition to curvilinear coordinates and 
concentration of coordinate lines in the heating zone. The situation is much more complicated for the second 
stage.

Apart from the difficulties concerned with the moving boundary, additional complications arise from 
variation of the characteristic sizes of the phases. At the onset of melting the originating phase includes only 
several atomic layers and its characteristic thickness is of an order of 10A. As time goes on, the thickness of 
the new phase increases by 3-6 orders of magnitude. The size of the initial phase changes similarly but in 
inverse direction. In this situation it appears that the computation grid used in the beginning of calculations 
becomes unsuitable after a certain period of time. To continue the calculation it is necessary to rebuild the 
grids radically. Taking into account the features explained, the construction of effective computational grids
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in Stefan problems is possible only on the basis of adaptive approaches when an adaptive grid is dynamically 
coupled with the sought-for solution.

The indicated requirements are fully met by the dynamic adaptation method [3.9,10] in which application 
of the arbitrary nonstationary curvilinear coordinate system permits one to follow the motion of any element 
of physical space. The word ’’arbitrary” means that the law of the coordinate system motion is not specified 
beforehand as, for example, in the Lagrangian approach and is determined in the course of the solution. As a 
result, the movement of the nodes of the adaptive grid depends on evolution of the numerical solution of the 
physical problem. In particular, in the case of Stefan problems the dynamics of nodes becomes coupled with 
the velocity of phase front propagation. The inverse transformation for spatial variables in the method of 
dynamic adaptation is carried out by means of the two nonstationary partial differential equations. Thus, the 
required grid functions and the coordinates of grid nodes are determined simultaneously from the solution of 
unified partial differential model.

To map the physical space with the coordinates (*,j/, t ) into a computational one with (£, 77, r)  we shall 
apply general transformation

f  = fOc,y,f), »7 =  »?(*. l/i *)■ T = t - (4)
The classical Stefan problem in the arbitrary nonstationary curvilinear coordinate system ( £ , t] ,t ) can be
written in the form:

[ £ < * » )  = +

-  щ Ы рМ  + HCh)?jt + (p№, + H Q ,)^ 1  + to] m> m = s, I,

[? = - - ]  'Lo t  p im

(5)

(6)

\dy_
l dr

Q2

P m

with the corresponding boundary conditions on the line of phase transition

(7)

Q?i =  ~ pv?i = Lm iW ?  -  wT1), = (8)

T, =  7} =  Trn, (9)

where (6), (7) are the equations of inverse transformation, Hm — cppmT  is the enthalpy, Wi, Wi are the heat 
fluxes

(и м  = (им  = ( _ * £ ( _ * L * I+ * i » 1,4
' 1 * K8n8C 8CSn’)m'  ' ■ г>™ V i t 1 " ‘1pKdr)d£ д^дг]Чт'  4 ' r ‘s / m  V  ф V dr) d£ dr)JJm'

Qsi is the flow of substance through the interface, Q j, Q? are the arbitrary transformation functions. The
И дя* d“u до* дм i дх дм с)х дм— ----- — ) I , — , — , — represent the Jacobian and metric transformation

or) or) d£'lm  d£ d£ dr) dr)
coefficients.

4. Transformation function Q.
Similar to other problems of mathematical physics, the basic problems of construction of computational grids 
for the Stefan problem is to determine mapping transformation of a physical space into a computational one. 
As the solution of total Stefan problem includes two qualitatively different stages, two forms of mapping 
are used for construction of computational grids. Both transformations map the domain of arbitrary form 
Q of the physical space onto the rectangle fi in the plane of curvilinear coordinates (£, jj). Thus, in the 
computational space the mutually orthogonal coordinate lines will form a uniform grid with rectangular 
cells. In the physical space they correspond to the cells formed by intersection of nonuniformly located 
nonorthogonal coordinate lines. All the boundaries in the computational space including the moving ones 
conjugate with the segments of the coordinate lines. The solution of problem (1)—(3) in heating -  cooling 
stages without phase transformations does not differ from the solution of typical nonstationary problems of 
mathematical physics.

To construct fixed ( nonreconstructed) grids a rather simple and commonly used technique is applied, and 
necessary mapping is determined by means of the numerical solution of a system of special elliptic (Poisson 
type) equations [11]. Thus, the solution of the first stage of the problem will be carried out on a fixed grid
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constructed before the beginning of calculations. The grid nodes are concentrated toward the heating zone 
by special choice of Pi and P% functions on the right side of the Poisson equations.

The second stage of the solution deals with the formation and propagation of the r,/(t)  phase boundary. 
Application of a nonstationary coordinate system in the computational space makes the Г,/(/,) line of phase 
transition fixed and locates on one of coordinate lines. On this boundary the flow of matter Q", =  —pu", 
is calculated by means of the boundary conditions (8) which define the mass flow from one subregion into 
another. In the physical space the grids in both subregions ft,, ft/ are rebuilt on each time layer in accordance 
with a magnitude and sign of the mass flow. The arbitrariness of the transformation functions Qi , Q2 means 
that all the points of the physical space move with their own velocities which makes it possible to adapt 
the computational grid to any features of the sought-for solution. In particular, it is reasonable for the 
Stefan problems to require that the nodes of the computational grids at every time instant be distributed 
quasi-uniformly in every direction. To reach this objective the Q i,Q 2 functions can be selected in the form:

where the D f, D,t quantities depend on the velocity of the phase front nodes and degree of subdomains 
transformation.

5. Generation of grids

The problem of grid generation consists in the determination of coupling between the (£,;/) points of the 
regular computational domain ft and the (x, y) points of the domain ft (Fig. 1).

A1
0.0 1.0

F'ig. 1. M apping of the initial space into the com putational space.

Stage 1. For the construction of moving grids in arbitrary two-dimensional domains the method based on 
the solution of elliptical equations [11 ] is used:

dx2 +  dy2 ~  'Pl^ ’ dx2 + dy2 ~  G (И)

Here Pi (£,ti), jP2(£> v) are the functions used to control the concentration of the internal nodes of the grid. 
Equations (11) are solved in the ft domain in which they have the following form

( 12) 

(13)

where

<dt)

d2x no ®2x 82x , , / dx _ dx)
1 = 0,a d ?  ' ZfjdtdT] + 7 dr,2 + J (Р'Щ+ P’5?)

d2y 
а д ?  "-20  92y 

Рд£дч
d2y

+ 7W + = 0,

д у \2 Д dx dx dy dy (dx: \ 2
)  n dr,) ’ 13

+II

d tdr,' 7={Щ;) + <d£.

j  _  д{х >У) _  ^ £ ^ 2/ _  9y
~  d{£, J]) ~  д£ dr, дт\ dt.'
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The set of equations (12)—(13) is supplemented with the boundary conditions characterizing the distribution 
of nodes on the dfl boundary of the physical domain:

(* i V)ab  =  (* (£ , v), y « ,  t}))\veA,B, , (x, y)Bc =  (x(4, n), viS, .

(*. v)cd = (x(£, v), viS, Ч))|ч6с'С'. (*. v)da = (*(£, v)> viS, v))\^d'A> ■

The distribution of the grid nodes on the AB, BC, CD and DA segments of the dCl boundary is 
determined by means of the two-parametric stretching function of Vinokur s(t,p, q) [12]. Choice of p and q 
parameters representing the declination of the function s(f,p, q) on the boundaries of the interval 0 < t < 1 
permits one to reach the required concentration of the grid nodes on the dTi boundary: p = q — 1 leads to 
equidistant distribution, p, q < 1 gives concentration inward the segment, p, q > 1 gives concentration toward 
the boundaries of the segment, p > 1 , q < 1 and p < 1 , q > 1 concentrate nodes toward the beginning and 
end of the segment. The Pi and P2 functions control the concentration of the grid nodes inside the fi area 
and are selected in the form [11]:

1) PiiS.B) — PziS, л) — 0 f°r the quasi-equidistant distribution,
2) PiiS, rl) — —<isign(£ — £,)exp(—6|£ — £, |) for the concentration of the lines £ =  const to the line £ =  &,
3) PiiS, *?) =  —■asign(rj — щ)ехр(—b\rj — »j*|) for the concentration of the lines jj =  const to the line ц =  щ. 
The concentration of the lines of the grid £ =  const and rf = const to the point (SitVk) is reached by

defining the Pi and P2 functions in the form

P\iS, V) = -asignit  -  &)e®p(-6[(£ -  &)a + (»? -  w )2)1/2),

P2iS, »?) = -asignir) -  щ )ехр^Ь[^  -  &)2 + (»? -  »?*)2]1/2)-

The a, 6 > 0 coefficients are selected in such a way as to obtain the required grid parameters. The differential 
equation (12) on the equidistant grid in the fi area is approximated by means of central differences that lead 
to following difference scheme

“ '(®;-i,Jfc -  2 -f *«•+!,*) -  0.5^,(а:(+1>*+1 - -  *«■+!,*—l +  * i_ i,* -i)  +  7 , (®i,*-i -  2 x i ' k  +  ®i,*+i)-l-

+ 0.6£'Pi(*i+ii* — X i-itk)/h( +  0.55'Р2(а:,1)ы.1 — ®i,*-\)/hn — 0,

where
ot' =  0.25[(*,i<i+i -  *,./t-i)2 +  iv>,k+1 -  yi.fc-i)2], 

f)' =  0.25[(xt-+i(jb -  *.-l,*)(si,it+l — Xitlc-1) + (j/i+l,* — Vi-l,k)ivi,k+l — y»,*-i)], 

i  -  0.25[(*<+1,* -  *i_i,t)2 +  ivi+i,k -  y«i,*)2]i 

8' -  0.0625[(®{+1,* -  ®i-i,t)(y,,t+i -  Vi,k-i) -  (®i,Jb+i -  ®i,*-i)(yi+i.* -  y«-i,fc)]2-

Equation (13) is approximated similarly. To solve the equations obtained the Newton iterative procedure is 
used.

Stage 2. The construction of moving computational grids have been carried out by means of the numerical 
solution of the nonstationary equations (6), (7) which, accounting for Eq. (10), take the form:

dx d2x d2x
jfr ~ D(W + D,,W'

dy
dr D‘w  + D-

d*y 
dri2

6. Algorithm of solution

For the finite difference approximation of Eqs. (5) - (7) in the Г2 x [0, to] domain of the generalized coordinates 
7/, r  we shall introduce the rectangular grid u> with the steps , hn, A rJ , respectively:

W= i iS i^ k ,^ ) ,  Si+I — i = 0 , 1 ,  rjk+i = rjk + hv,k  = Q , . . . ,K - l ,  H4 1  =  r* +Д г*}.

The functions x\ k, уЦ, 0 \ (к, ' 

^ i + l / 2,Jt+ l/2> ^ l , i  + 3/ 2,Jb+t/2 аГе

i2 ,• k are determined at the grid nodes, while the functions Tj+ i /2,*+i/2> 
evaluated at the cell centers. The variables W* i+l/2 k, Ŵ2i,+1/2it! ^ ltlj:+i/2'
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w> ■ k+l/2 are evaluated at the centers of the cell edges. Using the integro-interpolational method [13] the 
initial differential problem (2) is approximated by means of the implicit difference scheme:

= - A- {(„w, + (««,.+.
-  (pW1 +  HQi)(ijt+i/2 (y«,fc+l — Vi,k) -  (pWl + HQ l)i+i/2,Jfc + l (vi+l,*+l ~ .Vi,fc+l) +
+ {pwI + HQi)i+li2 k (Vi+l,k -  Уг,к) -  (pWi + HQ2)i+l<k+l/2(xi+l,k + l ~  ж‘+1,*) ~

-  { p W l  +  H Q 2 ) i lei.i /2  (*«,*+1 -  *«,*) -  ( P W2 +  H Q 2 ) i  + l / 2 , k + l  (*»+l,* + 1 -  + +

+ (pW2 +  HQ2)i+l/2,k -  xi,k ) } ;+1 -  m i + 1/2,k + l/2'
Here

Wl.f+1/ 2,* = ---;-------- , , { (Vi+1/ 2,k + l/2 ~ 1/Ш /2,к -1/з) I ,k ~ T'i.k) ~V(+l/2,*«fn,

-  (Vi+l.fc -  Vi,к) {Ti+l/2,k + l/2 -  Ti+l/2,k-l/2)} i

W ^ k + X /2 =  -"T------ ?■■ ■ -■■ {(yj.lk + l -  y i , k ) (Т< + | / 2,*+1/2  -  T i - \ / 2, k + l / 2) -

“  (yi+1/2,4+1/2 ~ Ух-1/2,к+1/2) (Ti,k+l ~ Ti,k)} ,

^ 2,14-1/2,* =  “ "T------P . 1  { -  (*i+l/2,*+l/2 -  xi + l/2,k-l/2) (7i+l,* ~ Ti,*) +4,i+l/2,k’l(flri

+ (xi+l,k — (7f+l/2,* + l/2 -  Ti + l /2,*- 1/2)} .

И'2,«,* +  1/2  =  -------------"Г- Г “ { “  (*<■ * +  ! ~  *«,*) (T i+ l/2 ,*  +  l /2  “  T i—1/2,* +  1/2) +Wi,k+l/2"^n^

+ (*«+1/ 2,k+l/2 -  *»’— 1 /2,fc+1/ 2) (Ti,fc+1 -  Ti,*)} , 

t/’i+l/Z,k+l/2 =  2h^h -  (y»+l,*+l — Vi,к) — (*i+l,fc + l -  ®i,k) (l/«+l,k ~ J/i,*+l)} •

The required interpolation is performed by means of the following formulas:

Hi,k+l/2 =  0-5(tfj+i /2,ifc + l/2 +  Hi-i/2,k + l/2)x 

Hi+l/2,k =  0.5(tfi+1/2,k + l/2 + Hi + \/2,k-l/2),
Qi,k+1/2 =  0.5(Qj,it+i +  Qi,k), Qi+1/ 2,* =  0-5(Qi+i,* + Qi,k), 

xi+l/2,k+l/2 — 0.25(aUtk + ®i,k+l + xi+l,k + ®i+1,k + l),
V i+ l /2 ,k + l /2  =  0.25 (j/f,* +  Vi,k+1 +  Vi+ l,k  +  2/«+l,k + l)-

To realize the difference scheme, algorithm based on two enclosed iteration cycles have been used on each 
time step А г*. In the first cycle the Q%tk velocities of the grid nodes and their position have been determined 
and in second the distribution of temperatures in the domains П/, fi, have been calculated. The systems of 
the linear algebraic equations obtained were solved by means of the method referred to in [14]. The value of 
the normal component of the mass flow on the line of phase front (17 =  r)t \) in the edge centers of the cells is 
determined from the Stefan condition:

Q?+I,2,k„ = [(Wfti/a,*.,). -  W +1/2,*.,)i] ,» = 0,. . . , / -  1.
Here (•)" is the normal component of the corresponding vector with respect to the line of phase front. The 
values Q*i+i/2,k,, have been interpolated to the nodes on the line of phase front by the formula Q"*fl -- 
0-5(Q"_i/ 2,*,i +  Q?+i/2,k,t)- To provide more equidistant distribution of nodes on the line of phase front 
the tangential component of the mass flow QJk,, was also determined. Finally, we obtained the following 
expression for the determination of Qi,k,t = {Qi,i,k,„Q2,i,k.,)

Qi,k,I = Qi,k, 1 ■ n -b Qi,k,i ’ r i
where n is the unit vector of the normal and f  is the unit vector in the tangential direction to the phase front 
line. To determine the velocity components for the points of the phase front on the external boundary of the 
area Qi,olk,,,Q 2,o,k,„Qi,i,k.„Q2J,k„ the mass conservation law was used.
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7. Freezing model problem

Verification of the dynamic adaptation method was carried out on the problem referred to in [4]. The Stefan 
problem for the process of freezing is considered in the rectangular domain Я : ( 0 < а : < 1 , 0 < у <  0.5) with 
the planar interface T,i(t) between and sub-domains. The coordinate axes were selected in such 
a way that the temperature of the moving phase boundary Г,|(<) remains parallel to itself without being 
parallel to any of the axes (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Initial domain for the freezing problem.

The problem is described by the heat transfer equation (1) with constant coefficients, the following values 
of the thermophysical parameters were used: A = c = p = i, Lm — 1, Tm =  0. Turning the original coordinate 
system through the angle ip the problem is reduced to the one-dimensional Stefan problem with the spatial 
coordinate z — x cos ip + у sin ip, that has a self-similar solution:

Т ( М )  =  (
l  o, z > zr ,

where
Ф(г) =  -4= /  e-v'dy, zr  = /9 = 0.6202.

V* Jo
The computational grid with an 11 x 6 total number of nodes was used. Initial distribution was selected to 
correspond to the self-similar solution at the time moment tQ =  0.162. The planar boundary is drawn at 
the angle tp =  30°. Passing to the curvilinear coordinate system (£, tj, r) the Я domain is mapped into some 
rectangular domain Я in which the computational grid becomes equidistant in both directions. The planar 
boundary Г,/(£, r/) coincides with the coordinate line щ, k,i = 4 and its position remains unchanged as time 
goes on (Fig. 3). The position of the phase front and the view of the computational grid in the physical 
space for different time moments are presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Mapping of the physical space onto the com putational one for freezing.
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Fig. 4. Phase boundary position versus time for the freezing problem.

The values of the absolute error Д z,- = z; — zp and relative error 6z,- = Azi/zp  in percentage are presented 
in Table 1 which describes a deviation of the phase-boundary from planar one for different time moments. 
Here zp is the value of the coordinate z corresponding to the phase-boundary, z< is the calculated value of 
the coordinate z corresponding to the position of the i-th node on the phase-boundary. The results obtained 
demonstrate a high accuracy of phase-boundary tracking and validate the application of the computational 
grid with a very small number of nodes, namely, about 10 in the f2e and subdomains.

1 = 0.2601,2(0 =  0.6326 t = 0.3363,2(1) = 0.7193 1 = 0.4533,2(1) = 0.8351
t Azi Szi Azj Szi Д-Г, Szj
0 0.6337 1.101 • 10~a 0.1740 0.7203 9.731 -10“ * 0.1353 0.8362 1.094- l t P 3 0.1310
1 0.6340 1 .382-10~3 0.2184 0.7210 1.657-1 0 -3 0.2303 0.8363 1.151 • 10~3 0.1378
2 0.6337 1 .058-10~3 0.1673 0.7212 1.851-lO -3 0.2573 0.8385 3.441 • lO-3 0.4121
3 0.6330 3.795 ■ 10“ 4 0.0600 0.7197 3 .514 -10“ 4 0.0488 0.8350 -5 .612  - 10~s -0.0067
4 0.6339 1.291 • 10~3 0.2042 0.7211 1 .767 -10-3 0.2456 0.8374 2.330- 10-3 0.2790
5 0.6342 1.570 - 10-3 0.2482 0.7211 1.723-10-3 0.2396 0.8370 1.937- 10~3 0.2320

Table 1. Deviation between calculated and p lanar phase-boundaries obtained on an 1 1 x 6  com
putational grid.

8. Numerical experiment

Let us consider application of the suggested dynamic adaptation algorithm to solve the problem of action 
of a high-energy flux on a metal target. A rectangular energy pulse of diameter 3.8 ■ 10~3m and intensity 
107W/m? is incident on the AD surface of the triangular domain fi perpendicularly to the surface. A 
computational grid with 19 x 18 nodes was constructed in the domain with the maximum concentration of 
nodes in the energy release zone (Fig. 5a). Thermophysical parameters close to those of lead were selected. 
The solution algorithm consists of two stages. At the first stage the entire domain is equal to the solid 
subdomain Q = Sle and the process is described by the heat transfer equation. A fixed computational grid 
(Fig. 5a) was constructed before the beginning of calculations and was used for temperature field calculation 
until the T m ax <  T m  condition is fulfilled on the irradiated surface. Characteristic feature of the grid on this 
stage is a substantial concentration of the coordinate lines in the energy release zone.

At the second stage which begins when the equilibrium melting temperature Tm is reached on the sur
face, the processes are described by the two-phase Stefan model. To introduce the new (liquid) phase the 
overheating of the irradiated surface by 0.1 К is supposed. From the relation of the overheating energy and 
latent heat Lm the initial thickness of the liquid phase is determined ( about 10~7 m) and the new subregion 
П|, П =  fl, Ufl| is introduced. From this time the grid is reconstructed on each time layer. The total number 
of nodes is equal to 19 x 23 with 19 x 6 nodes located in the new phase.

The melting process induces substantial reorganization of the grid in the solid phase which becomes quasi 
equidistant in each direction (Fig. 5b). The view of the computational grid for later time moments is shown 
in Figs. 5c, 5d, when the characteristic sizes of the liquid phase becomes comparable with the size of the 
solid phase. In this period the quasi-uniformity condition can be fulfilled for the grid in the liquid phase onl/. 
The velocity v,i versus time plot at the i =  9, к = 5 point is presented in Fig. 6. Fragments of the physical 
space immediately on introduction of the new phase are shown in F'ig. 7 in an expanded scale. Temperature 
distribution in the liquid and solid phases is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 6. Interface velocity versus time plot.
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Fig. 7. Physical space fragment with the introduced liquid phase.
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